
A reflexive analysis in lieu of a program note 
 

Descriptions, interpretations and reflections on 
Air for flute (2002) 

 
 
Description: B above middle C – sustained; pale but penetrating – play each 
note for as long as possible, then take a big (loud?) breath (as quickly as 
possible?). On listening back the breaths become the most interesting 
sounds (and those slithery, high whistle-tones – make them as loud as 
possible in the mix). Take the flute notes and put them in a lot of reverb – 
continuous. Copy the breaths and paste them on separate tracks, repeating 
them in various different-length, cyclic layers, entering at the moment 
where they occur in the source track. Make them as loud as possible, 
foregrounding them.  
Interpretation 1: On listening to the finished Protools sketch – what does it 
mean? The forms of emotion in time? What forms? What time? Is it frozen 
time – the moment of a breath infinitely repeated, the note infinitely 
sustained, but stationary, the increasing density of breath an increasing 
intensity of the act of breathing, that frozen act revisited with ever-
increasing effort to sustain the act of being, of breathing, lifting off into a 
kind of breathing strut, falling back again, the last breath in followed by no 
new/continuing note, fading, all these breaths framed in the shape of one 
long breath, in and out, (and in…?). The form of a breath, the form of 
building and decaying energy, the tension of the simultaneous in-breaths and 
out-flow of the note, freezing the process in a moment of simultaneous 
impossible contrary motion, a frozen moment – holding my breath.  
Reflection: For the wind player (and the singer) in classical music a breath is 
something to be disguised, the hidden shadow-side of perfect tone and 
effortless movement (an equivalent of the dancer’s pain) the implied 
presence framing the phrase, placing a limit to each sonic act or presence, a 
symbol of death. To foreground breath, to make it the centre of the ritual 
of music-making, is to constantly draw attention to the limit, the end of 
music, to the still life (a frozen moment) (in caricature – the asthmatic’s 
nightmare!).  
Interpretation 2: By sustaining the note indefinitely, with its supporting 
cycles of breath (circular breathing?!) the phrase is denied, the breath no 
longer a bracket, but part of an eternal moment, staving off death by making 



time stand still. And so, two contrary movements of breathing in and 
expelling the note, hold together the two contrary notions of limit/death 
and eternity. (Eternally returning from generation to generation, the breath 
of life – ‘God’s breath’ sustaining our note for its life). 
4/6/03 
 
Interpretation 3: But hang on, the piece does end, with one last anticipatory 
in-breath. Anticipation. Surely the piece describes a more earthly orbit, the 
transit through building layers of anticipation to a final welcome release, the 
ecstatic pleasures of flesh and mind merged into the other, the object and 
subject becoming one – sex. The combination of increasing intensities of 
breath (effort? excitement?) with a long, drawn-out arc of frozen time (the 
suspended note) and the fluttering and clicking sounds all adding to the 
excitement, only to finally release (and lie back in bliss? exhaustion? 
cathartic pleasure?) is almost too literally exact to the act of love-making 
and orgasm.  
Here is a theme perhaps buried in many of my pieces. 
1/9/03 (the first day of Spring – how appropriate!) 
 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
By pursuing a series of divergent (conflicting?) and elaborate interpretations 
of one short piece, I stick my finger in the sore of my own uncertainties 
about music and meaning, pushing harder to discover what? An absence of 
meaning? The limit of meanings? The commonality of all these meanings (the 
meaning beneath the meanings)? 
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